Epidemiology of Whiplash-Associated Disorders
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Until recently, there was no consensus on the definition of whiplash. According to the Quebec Task Force (QTF) on whiplash-associated disorders (WAD), “whiplash is an acceleration-deceleration mechanism of energy transfer to the neck. It may result from rear-end or side-impact motor vehicle collisions, but can also occur during diving or other mishaps. The impact may result in bony or soft-tissue injuries (whiplash-injury), which in turn may lead to a variety of clinical manifestations called Whiplash-Associated Disorders.”[1] Patients with whiplash can be classified by the severity of signs and symptoms: Grade 0 means no complaints or physical signs; Grade 1 indicates neck complaints (such as pain, tenderness, and stiffness) but no physical signs; Grade 2 indicates neck complaints and musculoskeletal signs (such as a decreased range of motion or muscle weakness); and Grade 3 and Grade 4 indicate neck complaints and, respectively, neurological signs (such as sensory deficit) or fracture or dislocation.

The incidence of whiplash injury varies between different parts of the world, with rates as high as 70 per 100,000 inhabitants in Quebec [1], 106 per 100,000 in Australia [2], and 188–325 per 100,000 inhabitants in the Netherlands [3]. Versteegen also reported a sharp increase in whiplash injuries from 1989 to 1995 in the Netherlands, in conjunction with a more or less stable pattern of seat belt use [4].
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Moreover, Versteegen et al. identified patients who complained of neck pain after having been involved in a traffic accident and gone to an emergency room. Over a 20-year period, they found a tenfold increase in such visits, from an average annual incidence of 3.4 visits per 100,000 inhabitants (1970–1974) to 40.2 visits per 100,000 (1990–1994) [5].

Richter reported an increase of whiplash injuries in drivers injured in motor vehicle collisions in Hanover, Germany; these went from less than 10 % in 1985 to more than 30 % in 1997 [6].

The cumulative incidence of patients seeking healthcare for whiplash arising from a road traffic accident has increased during the last 30 years to recent estimates of >3/1,000 inhabitants in North America and Western Europe [7] and between 1.0 and 3.2/1,000 inhabitants in Sweden [8].

A 1983–1984 hospital-based study from the UK (which included persons going to the hospital for evaluation of WAD symptoms) reported an annual incidence of WAD of 27.8 (95%CI 23.6–32.6) per 100,000 inhabitants [9]. In the UK, insurance statistics indicate that 300,000 patients present per annum with whiplash-associated disorders [10].

With annual North American incidence rates estimated to be between 70 and 329 per 100,000 people [1, 11], whiplash injuries are the most common injury following a motor vehicle collision [4, 12]. Indeed, in 2000, whiplash was the most common emergency room-treated motor vehicle injury in the USA [4]. In the Canadian province of Saskatchewan, 83 % of traffic injury claims were for whiplash during 1994–1995, giving an annual incidence of 677 insurance claims per 100,000 adult population [13].

Incidence data for WAD are based mainly on study settings such as emergency room visits and insurance injury claims.

In literature, there are no published studies regarding the Italian epidemiology of WAD. Thus, data collection comes from the “Casellario Centrale Infortuni,” which includes data on damage to the person with particular reference to those covered by “RC Auto” insurance [14].

Specifically, in 2009, there were 491,736 reports made to the CCI, 355,334 of which involved the cervical rachis. Of these latter, 218,754 qualify for definition as whiplash. Whiplash represented 44.5 % of all accidents.

In 2010, there was a notable decrease in the overall number of accidents and cases of whiplash. There were 130,433 cases of whiplash, which represents 42.8 % of all accidents.

### 2.1 Factors Associated with WAD

One potentially important factor for risk of WAD is the severity of impact, but no method exists to assess this in a standardized way. However, various preventive devices have a protective effect in passenger cars in rear-end collisions [7].

Although it seems that females are at slightly greater risk of WAD, the evidence of gender as a risk factor for seeking healthcare or making a claim for WAD is not consistent [15, 16].
Younger persons (aged 18–23) seem to be at greater risk of making insurance claims and/or being treated for WAD [13].

There is some evidence that neck pain before a collision might be a risk factor for acute neck pain after a rear-end collision [17]. Today, there are no scientifically admissible studies examining the effect of psychological, social, genetic, and cultural factors in the onset of WAD after traffic collision [7].

### 2.2 Prognosis

The Quebec Task Force states that whiplash injuries have favorable prognosis and their conclusion is that the 87 % and the 97 % of the patients recovered (recovery is defined by authors as cessation of time-loss compensation) from their injury at 6 and 12 months after the vehicle collision, respectively. Statement and conclusion are questionable. Whether these patients still had pain or discomfort and needed medical care, it was not reported. A review contradicted the QTF’s conclusions that most whiplash injuries were short-lived [18]. These authors concluded that between 14 and 42 % of the whiplash patients developed chronic complaints (longer than 6 months) and that 10 % of those had constant severe pain. Internationally, the proportion of chronic complaints varies between 2 and 58 % [19, 20], but lies mainly between 20 and 40 %. Other studies observed that the proportion of patients who report pain and disability 6 months after the accident varies between 19 and 60 % [21, 22].

Various studies of how possible insurance compensation may influence the course of WAD have produced diverging results, but according to Jansen et al. [23], there is no evidence indicating any significant differences between those patients who have applied for such compensation and those who have not.

Regarding the economic cost due both to management of whiplash disorders and time off work, epidemiological results are limited, but it could be estimated as $3.9 billion in the USA and €10 billion in Europe in a year [24].
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